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Spinder Dairy Housing Concepts guarantees for a period of 10 years, that the waterbeds, purchased through 
Spinder, are free of material and manufacturing defects. The 10 year warranty period commences on the day the 
waterbeds are shipped from our premises.

In the event that defects should occur during this warranty period, which are confirmed to be the result of material 
or manufacturing defects and not of normal deterioration of use or improper use, these defects will be repaired 
or, if Spinder chooses to do so, renewed. In the latter case the customer is required to pay Spinder a fee for the 
use of the previously purchased product in proportion to the duration of the use and the total purchase price, 
based on linear depreciation over a period of in total 10 years. The first 5 years are fully guaranteed, year 6 
through 10 a depreciation of 20% per year will be calculated.

Spinder Dairy Housing Concepts shall not be liable for damage caused by consequential loss or consequential 
damage arising directly or indirectly from a defect of any kind, or by not meeting specified specifications or set 
expectations.
Damage caused as a result of hoof- or claw hardening is excluded from the warranty.
The warranty is only valid for use as matting in cubicles in free stall dairy housing and if the waterbeds are installed 
according to the Spinder installation instructions.

Year Depreciation To be paid in case of renewal
One 0 % 0 %
Two 0 % 0 %
Three 0 % 0 %
Four 0 % 0 %
Five 0 % 0 %
Six 20 % 20 %
Seven 40 % 40 %
Eight 60 % 60 %
Nine 80 % 80 %
Ten 100 % 100 %


